
Brand Strategy 
 

This brand strategy document will describe our desired position in the market, category entry points and 

suggest actionable solutions to problems found in the brand audit. 

This brand strategy document is also a guide to explain how to incorporate the customer persona, the 

offering, promise, and benefits cheat sheet, as well as the language style. 

Finally, the brand strategy will create a rough outline of the main marketing tactics and ideas to 

implement after the brand strategy has been executed. 

  



Market position 

 

 



 

With the gaps that we’ve identified in the brand audit, I propose that these are our main 

differentiations: 

• We appeal to the smaller creators (10k – 500k followers) 

• We are open to the public (Available) by how non-exclusive we are (by allowing any content 

creators to join) 

• We stand behind something more than just fashion (Emotional promise). We encourage 

expression, building your brand and standing behind what matters to each individual. 

• We have an approachable and friendly design, with a hint of minimalism (between 

sophistication and approachableness). 

 

We should show people that we stand for smaller creators. That we want to provide a platform for 

people to define themselves and find others alike. Gravity should be the pioneer of small content 

creator merchandise. 

Key points to mention in our copy: 

• Simple and easy 

• Expression 

• Connection 

• Support 

• Inclusivity  



Category entry points 
 

Category entry points are reasons for someone to think of our category and act with it (through a 

purchase). Usually, these reasons come from answering the what, when, how, why, who and with 

whom. We want to make sure that when someone thinks for our category, our brand pops up. 

 

CEPs: 

- Someone wants to buy a meaningful and relatable gift for a friend/partner/family during special 

occasions. 

- Someone wants to engage with their favourite content creator online because they notice that 

others got attention from them when they bought their merch. 

- Someone wants to show off in their friend group in order to generate superiority. 

- Someone genuinely wants to support their favourite creator because of all the effort they put 

into content and entertaining people. 

- Someone wants to engage and get a sense of community through interacting with other fans of 

the creator. 

- Someone wants to buy creator merch because it’s cool and trendy. 

 

Brand Solutions 
 

Appealing to the general public 
As we’ve chosen to appeal to the general public, rather than just artists and their fans, we must feature 

different types of content creators on the front page. To really show people that our platform is for a 

variety of content creators, I’ve identified that we should showcase at least three of: 

- Quotes 

- Cartoons 

- Illustrations 

- Photography 

- Painting 

 

Customer persona 
In our case, since each customer will be coming from an individual creator, there is no one customer 

persona that will suit all customers. 

So, we must create a landing page for the general customer while keeping terms and words general, in 

order to appeal to as many people as possible. The ‘customer persona’ is the likely customer that should 

serve as a guide to our values and what we stand for – which is already established with current 

messaging and social media posts. 



The customer persona helps us identify what we can do to appeal to our customers. It helps us install 

empathy into the company and website. 

The main takeaway from the customer persona, is that we can help them by connecting them with a 

community and letting them express themselves. 

  



Copy examples 
 

All copywriting should stem from our brand strategy cheat sheet. The product pillars should be the main 

motives that are reflected in our copywriting. 

 

Offering and promise 
The offering and promise are divided into two as we offer two separate things for consumers and 

content creators. The offering is the practicalities people get from a product/service, while the promise 

is more about the potential of the product, often the emotional side. However, our category is more 

than just clothing and t-shirts. The entire category in the market is built around supporting content 

creators and expression rather than the practicality of clothing. Because of this, the category offering is 

mixed with the promise, since the category entries are made by offering social benefits that come with 

the product rather than the product itself. 

 

Consumers: 
“Support your favourite creator by wearing their content so you can express yourself.” 

“Wear content that you support to show what you stand for.” 

“Be the brand - Express who you are with what you wear.” 

“Making it easy for you to express yourself and support your content creators.” 

“Wear content that will let you connect with likeminded people.” 

 

Content creators: 
“Connect with your fans and let them support you by monetizing your content so you can grow your 

brand and generate passive income.” 

“Spread your content beyond social media and enable people to express themselves.” 

“Bring your content to the real world and earn income with simplicity and ease.” 

 

Vision/Story 
“We want to give people the opportunity to define their true image by wearing what they love and 

believe in.” 

“We let creators connect with their fans while generating another stream of income.” 

 



These are quotes that I believe best represent your intentions. I would use something like this as a 

headline in about pages, or even on the home page further down. 

I would talk more about CSR in the about/mission page or section. 

 

Language style 
The PDF is self-explanatory, and this is based on the current language used on the website. However, I 

will comment on Transparent vs Secretive. The reason I think our brand should have a bit more secretive 

language used, is because our products are low ticket, so if we release very single detail it will ruin the 

engagement and experience of what the brand stands for. 

 

I chose this paragraph from the mission page as the best representation of the language style: 

“We believe that fashion should be an experience, a way to express yourself and become your own 

brand. Why limit yourself to wearing high street labels when you have the opportunity to define your 

true image by wearing what you love and believe in?” 

 

We should be friendly, but serious and professional so that our messaging carries the emotions that we 

intend to generate. We should be persuading people with the emotional benefits rather than the 

practical benefits like ‘express yourself’ vs ‘wear eco-friendly clothing’. Our language should be gentle, 

implying what we stand behind rather than stating it exactly so that people can make their own stories 

and associations. 

 

  



Future marketing 
Here I will put on paper some ideas that we’ve discussed previously. 

 

Cold outreach to Instagram content creators 
- Identify the ideal Instagram accounts 

- Train the virtual assistant on qualifying these accounts 

- Craft messages that will appeal to different types of accounts 

- Get the virtual assistant to send out DMs to content creators to join our platform 

 

Create an affiliate program 
- Encourage creators to invite others to join 

- Give them a monetary benefit 

- Possibly make it like a hidden MLM? 

 

Create a story/post generator 
- Create a story/post generator for content creators so they can easily promote their Gravity 

merch on Instagram 

- Create different styles of this post so that content creators can choose what will most suit their 

audience 

 

Encourage consumers to share the platform with content creators 
- Create a shareable link to the earn landing page 

- Feature this sharable link on the discover page so that people looking for their content creator 

are more likely to message that content creator 

 

Create a brand community 
- The community should be based on Instagram 

- Create a hashtag so that people posting themselves wearing content can be found easily by 

other people 

- Feature the best posts on your own social media 


